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Abstract. OH rotational temperatures are widely used to

derive mesopause temperatures and their variations. Since

most data sets are only based on a fixed set of lines of a

single band, it is important to know possible systematic un-

certainties related to the choice of lines. Therefore, a com-

prehensive study of as many OH bands as possible is desir-

able. For this purpose, astronomical echelle spectrographs at

large telescopes are the most suitable instruments. They of-

fer a wide wavelength coverage, relatively high spectral res-

olution, and high sensitivity. Moreover, since each ground-

based astronomical observation has an imprint of the Earth’s

atmosphere, the data archives of large astronomical facili-

ties are a treasure for atmospheric studies. For our project,

we used archival data of the medium-resolution X-shooter

echelle spectrograph operated by the European Southern Ob-

servatory at Cerro Paranal in Chile. The instrument can si-

multaneously observe all OH bands that are accessible from

ground. We reduced and analysed a set of 343 high-quality

spectra taken between 2009 and 2013 to measure OH line in-

tensities and to derive rotational and vibrational temperatures

of 25 bands between 0.58 and 2.24 µm. We studied the influ-

ence of the selected line set, OH band, upper vibrational level

v′, and the molecular data on the derived level populations

and temperatures. The rotational temperature results indicate

differences by several degrees depending on the selection.

The temperatures for bands of even and odd v′ show devia-

tions which increase with v′. A study of the temporal varia-

tions revealed that the nocturnal variability pattern changes

for v′ from 2 to 9. In particular, the spread of temperatures

tends to increase during the night, and the time of the min-

imum temperature depends on v′. The vibrational tempera-

tures depend on the range of v′ used for their determination,

since the higher vibrational levels from 7 to 9 seem to be

overpopulated compared to the lower levels. The vibrational

temperature tends to increase during the night, while the in-

tensity decreases. Our results support the assumption that the

OH emission altitude depends on v′. Moreover, the emission

layer appears to rise in the course of the night, which makes

the OH thermalisation less efficient. The derived rotational

temperatures and their change with v′ seem to be signifi-

cantly affected by non-equilibrium populations.

1 Introduction

Analysing temperature variations in the Earth’s mesopause

region between 80 and 100 km is important for studying the

chemistry, dynamics, and climate evolution in the upper at-

mosphere. As in situ measurements can only be performed

by rockets, the most popular approach is based on ground-

or satellite-based observations of chemiluminescent airglow

emissions (e.g. Beig et al., 2003, 2008; Khomich et al.,

2008). In particular, the hydroxyl (OH) airglow (Meinel,

1950a), which consists of strong roto-vibrational bands over

a wide wavelength range from the visual to the infrared (Os-

terbrock et al., 1996; Rousselot et al., 2000), is suitable. The

emission peak is typically at about 87 km with a full width

at half maximum (FWHM) of about 8 km (e.g. Baker and

Stair, 1988). Excited OH up to the vibrational level v = 9 is
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essentially produced by the reaction

H+O3→ OH(v ≤ 9)+O2 (R1)

(Bates and Nicolet, 1950). The contribution of another reac-

tion involving hydroperoxyl (HO2) and atomic oxygen with

a vibrational excitation up to level v = 6 appears to be neg-

ligible (Xu et al., 2012). Temperatures can be estimated by

assuming a Boltzmann distribution for the population of the

upper states of the OH lines. Considering lines of different

upper vibrational levels v′ leads to vibrational pseudo tem-

peratures of about 10 000 K (e.g. Khomich et al., 2008), since

the higher v can only be excited by chemical reactions. How-

ever, the energy differences of the lowest rotational levels of

a single OH band seem to be small enough that the line inten-

sity distribution is ruled by the ambient temperature, which

is of the order of about 200 K. Consequently, OH rotational

temperatures Trot are usually only derived from the first three

or four rotational levels (Perminov and Semenov, 1992; Beig

et al., 2003; Cosby and Slanger, 2007).

Many specialised instruments for OH Trot determinations

focus on a single OH band (Beig et al., 2003, 2008; Schmidt

et al., 2013). (3-1), (6-2), and (8-3) are the most frequently

used OH(v′–v′′) bands. For a comparison of the world-wide

temperature measurements and an evaluation of their relia-

bility, it is important to understand possible systematic dif-

ferences related to the choice of band and line set. Satellite

observations and modelling results indicate emission peaks

depending on v′, which also vary with time (Adler-Golden,

1997; Xu et al., 2012; von Savigny et al., 2012; Kowalewski

et al., 2014). This implies band-specific OH Trot due to the

mesopause temperature profile and possible variations in the

degree of thermalisation, particularly for high emission alti-

tudes. There, the frequency of the essential collisions with

the atmospheric main constituents for the relaxation process

could become critical. For a better understanding of these

processes, studies of the line intensities of many OH bands

with different v′ and their change with time are required.

A comprehensive study should also involve an evaluation of

the effect of the uncertainties still present in the OH line pa-

rameters, i.e. Einstein coefficients and level energies (Mies,

1974; Goldman et al., 1998; van der Loo and Groenenboom,

2007; Khomich et al., 2008).

Observations of multiple OH bands below 1.1 µm were

carried out with different medium-resolution spectrographs

covering several 100 nm at Zvenigorod (55.7◦ N) in Russia

since the 1960s (Krassovsky et al., 1977; Perminov et al.,

2007; Khomich et al., 2008). These studies resulted in Trot

that typically showed an increase with v′. Apart from an

incomplete local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) for the

higher v′, real temperature differences were assumed due to

v′-dependent altitude differences. The variations of Trot of

adjacent v′ also indicated the best correlations. Takahashi

and Batista (1981) observed the OH bands (5-1), (6-2), (7-

2), (8-3), and (9-4) with a tilting filter photometer at Ca-

choeira Paulista in Brazil (22.7◦ S). Their data of 64 nights

also showed variations depending on v′. In terms of the num-

ber of analysed lines and bands, Cosby and Slanger (2007)

published so far the most detailed study. It is based on 16 OH

bands in the range up to 1.06 µm. Their sample of 81 spec-

tra was taken with the medium-resolution Echellette Spectro-

graph and Imager (ESI, Sheinis et al., 2002) at Mauna Kea

(Hawaii, 19.8◦ N) in March and October 2000. Cosby and

Slanger (2007) confirmed for v′ from 3 to 9, a dependence

of Trot on v′. They found minima for v′ = 3 and maxima for

v′ = 8. Moreover, data of one night indicated a correlation of

Trot differences for v′ = 9 and 3 with vibrational level pop-

ulation ratios derived from the same v′. They explained this

behaviour by an altitude-dependent (and hence v′-dependent)

thermal equilibration efficiency by collisions, which affects

the vibrational as well as the rotational relaxation. Conse-

quently, v′-related Trot differences have an important non-

LTE component. Cosby and Slanger (2007) also concluded

that the OH line parameters of Goldman et al. (1998) were

the most reliable of those available at the time of the publi-

cation.

Although the reported studies had an important influence

on our current knowledge of the physical and chemical pro-

cesses in the upper atmosphere, they were still limited in

the number of simultaneously observed bands, data quality,

spectroscopic resolution, and/or sample size. Therefore, it is

important to test the interpretations with a data set of higher

quality. Cosby and Slanger (2007) used data from an echelle

spectrograph. These instruments detect multiple high diffrac-

tion orders simultaneously in different wavelength ranges,

which are separated by another perpendicularly mounted

dispersive element. By merging the different order spectra,

a wide wavelength range can be covered at a relatively high

resolution, which is well suited for simultaneous observa-

tions of several OH bands. Echelle spectrographs are fre-

quently used in astronomy. Since each ground-based astro-

nomical observation also has an imprint of the Earth’s at-

mosphere, these data can be used to study the atmospheric

OH bands. In fact, the ESI data of Cosby and Slanger (2007)

were plain night-sky observations at the astronomical Keck II

telescope.

The European Southern Observatory (ESO) operates the

Very Large Telescope (VLT) at the Cerro Paranal in Chile

(2635 m, 24◦38′ S, 70◦24′W). Since the data from the four

telescopes with main mirrors of 8 m in diameter are saved in

a well-managed archive, spectra from VLT echelle spectro-

graphs are a promising source for upper atmosphere research.

In particular, data from the X-shooter instrument (Vernet

et al., 2011) are interesting. Since 2009, it has provided spec-

tra from 0.3 to 2.5 µm, which covers all OH bands that can

be observed from the ground. This wide wavelength range is

achieved by the combination of three echelle spectrographs

with individual detectors (called arms), which can be oper-

ated in parallel. The resolution λ/1λ ranges from 3300 to

18 200 depending on the arm and the selected entrance slit

widths. This is sufficient to separate well the P -branch lines
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of the individual OH bands. Since the slit widths range from

0.4 to 1.6′′, depending on the arm, and the slit length is 11′′,

X-shooter observes a very small sky area. As this is compen-

sated by the very large main mirror, even spectra with expo-

sure times of only seconds can be used for airglow research.

In this paper, we will use high signal-to-noise (S/N ) X-

shooter spectra to derive OH intensities, level populations,

rotational temperatures, and vibrational temperatures. The 25

analysed OH bands allow us to study systematics and their

variability in detail. The discussion will start with a descrip-

tion of the sample of spectra used and the basic data reduc-

tion (Sect. 2). Then, we will describe the analysis of the data

in detail (Sect. 3). The results for a mean spectrum will be

discussed in Sect. 4. The variability of the investigated prop-

erties will be topic of Sect. 5. Finally, we will draw our con-

clusions in Sect. 6.

2 Sample selection and data reduction

The X-shooter echelle spectrograph has been operated at

Cerro Paranal since October 2009. All observed data are

regularly saved in an electronic archive managed by ESO.

We retrieved the archival data taken until March 2013. From

April 2012, the data are incomplete due to a typical propri-

etary period of 1 year. We only considered spectra taken in

the most frequently used, so-called stare mode, where the

astronomical target is observed centred in the entrance slit

(Vernet et al., 2011).

2.1 Data reduction

The data were reduced using the ESO public pipeline re-

lease V2.0.0 executed with the Reflex workflow V2.3 and de-

fault parameters (Modigliani et al., 2010). One type of prod-

uct of this pipeline is a two-dimensional (2-D) order-merged

wavelength-calibrated sky emission spectrum. It is created

by a fitting procedure that excludes pixels identified as af-

fected by the astronomical target. The pipeline sky spectrum

can be collapsed into a 1-D spectrum by applying a median

along the spatial direction. The resulting sky flux can be nor-

malised to a unit sky area by considering the spatial pixel size

and the variable slit width.

For a full flux calibration, it is also necessary to apply an

instrumental response curve and to convert detector-related

units into physical flux units. Unfortunately, the quality of

the response curves produced by pipeline version V2.0.0

by observations of spectrophotometric standard stars taken

with a wide 5′′ slit was insufficient. The main issue was

a missing correction of atmospheric molecular absorption.

This is particularly crucial in the near-IR, where strong wa-

ter vapour and carbon dioxide bands cover wide wavelength

ranges. With the recently released pipeline version V2.2.0,

the response curve derivation has been improved signifi-

cantly (Moehler et al., 2014). However, we did not re-reduce

the data because it is very time consuming. Instead, we ap-

plied the software tool molecfit (Smette et al., 2015; Kausch

et al., 2015) to the reduced spectra of the observed spec-

trophotometric standard stars to fit and correct the molecular

absorption by means of radiative transfer calculations. This

approach should result in even better molecular absorption

corrected spectra than the algorithm implemented in pipeline

version V2.2.0, which is based on a library of transmission

spectra.

Moreover, we created a set of master response curves ex-

cluding a large fraction of the spectrophotometric standard

star observations because of an unsatisfying subtraction of

the sky emission. Before May 2011, most spectra were taken

in offset mode, which included a reference sky frame that

was observed several minutes after the object. Since stan-

dard stars are mostly observed in the evening twilight, the

strongly varying sky brightness did not allow the pipeline

to subtract the sky for many cases in an adequate way. The

improved observing strategy uses the nodding mode, which

moves the object along the slit in order to obtain object and

sky in parallel but at different positions. Although this mode

results in much better sky-subtracted spectra, some observa-

tions of very faint standard stars still had to be rejected. We

also neglected a few spectra taken under conditions with low

atmospheric transmission, where a reliable atmospheric ex-

tinction correction based on the standard Cerro Paranal ex-

tinction curve by Patat et al. (2011) could not be performed.

In the end, we could derive 12 master response curves from

56 offset and 167 nodding observations for different periods

within our total period of 42 months.

Applying these master response curves should result in

typical flux uncertainties of 5 to 10 %. However, this is no

longer true for wavelengths beyond 1.9 µm, i.e. the K band,

where individual response curves can differ by factors of 2

to 3. These variations are related to the flat fields that are

used to correct pixel-to-pixel sensitivity variations in the 2-D

echelle spectra. The X-shooter flat-field calibration lamps do

not operate in a stable way at these long wavelengths. For

this reason, the spectra of the astronomical targets and the

spectrophotometric standard stars should be corrected with

the same flat field. However, this is not possible if master re-

sponse curves are used. As a solution, we considered 4220

pipeline-reduced spectra of so-called telluric standard stars

taken during the analysed period (see also Kausch et al.,

2015). These objects are usually hot stars with few lines in

the near-IR. They are used to empirically derive the atmo-

spheric molecular absorption. Since these stars are frequently

observed, there is a high probability that the pipeline used

a flat field taken during the daytime for an astronomical tar-

get as well as a telluric standard star. Moreover, the relatively

simple spectra of telluric standard stars in the near-IR can

essentially be described by the Rayleigh–Jeans law. This al-

lowed us to derive a response correction function for a given

flat field by extrapolating the flux in the affected wavelength

regime for the telluric standard star spectra that were flux cal-
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ibrated with our master response curves. This approach could

be successfully applied to 77 % of the reduced sky spectra.

The resulting sky spectra were not corrected for atmo-

spheric extinction, i.e. scattering and absorption, as this is

different for the various components contributing to the sky

emission (see Noll et al., 2012). The applied approach for the

OH lines will be discussed in Sect. 3.

2.2 The sample

For the investigation of OH lines, we can focus on the two

X-shooter arms VIS and NIR (Vernet et al., 2011), which

cover the wavelength ranges from 0.53 to 1.02 and 0.99 to

2.48 µm, respectively. The full data set of sky spectra com-

prises 6131 VIS-arm and 9009 NIR-arm spectra. Although

both arms can be operated in parallel, the number of spectra

may differ, since the exposure times can be set independently

and not all spectra could be reduced successfully by the X-

shooter pipeline. To study all accessible OH bands simulta-

neously, we only selected combinations of VIS- and NIR-

arm spectra, where the exposure time and the start and end

time of the exposure did not differ by more than 5 min, i.e.

the typical Brunt–Väisälä period (e.g. Khomich et al., 2008).

Moreover, to guarantee a reasonable S/N for all selected OH

bands (see Sect. 3), we only considered observations with

exposure times of at least 3 min in both arms. This criterion

also reduces the probability of contaminations by light pro-

file wings of very bright astronomical objects, which have

to be observed in short exposures. We also rejected a small

fraction of spectra that were taken with a 5′′ wide slit. The

corresponding spectral resolution is not sufficient to separate

all OH P -branch lines well. Finally, we removed spectra with

unreliable line strengths due to an erroneous data reduction.

To find these spectra, we performed test measurements of OH

rotational temperatures (see Sect. 3). For the sample of spec-

tra already reduced by the former criteria, we only considered

those observations where the temperature did not deviate by

more than 3.5 standard deviations σ from the mean value for

all OH bands considered. 21 % of the combined VIS- and

NIR-arm spectra did not pass this filter.

The resulting sample consists of 343 VIS- and NIR-arm

spectra and is well suited for a high-quality investigation of

as many OH lines as possible. Figure 1 shows the time, night,

and year of the selected observations. For the full period from

2009 to 2013, there is a good coverage of observing hours

and days. The deviations of the corresponding averages from

the mean values of an ideal distribution are only+13 min and

−4 days, respectively. Therefore, sample means as treated

in Sect. 4 should be representative. The data also allow an

analysis of nocturnal and seasonal variations (see Sect. 5) if

year-to-year variations are neglected. Note that a significant

fraction of the spectra was taken in a few nights with time

series consisting of up to 27 exposures. Since astronomical

targets are observed, zenith distances and azimuth angles are

Figure 1. Sample of 343 X-Shooter observations used in this study.

The local time, i.e. Universal Time (UT) corrected for the longitude

of Cerro Paranal, is shown vs. the night of year. The latter is the

day of year for the second half of the night. The different years of

the observations are identified by different symbols and colours (see

legend at the bottom of the figure).

variable. The mean zenith distance for the sample is 36◦ with

a scatter of 11◦.

As discussed in Sect. 2.1, the flux calibration is relatively

uncertain in the photometric K band. For studying the OH

bands (8-6) and (9-7), we therefore selected a subsample

of the 343 observations which only contains spectra where

a flux correction based on telluric standard stars could be

performed. Moreover, we had to further reduce this sample

due to the use of a so-called K-blocking filter (Vernet et al.,

2011) for 36 observations. This filter avoids the light from the

K band that scatters into shorter wavelengths, which signif-

icantly reduces the instrument-related continuum flux. How-

ever, the use of this filter limits the reliable wavelength range

to wavelengths below 2.1 µm, which especially affects OH(9-

7). Thus, we will also use a sample of 240 spectra, which

provides good quality data for the two reddest, accessible

OH bands. The average time and date for this sample differ

from the ideal mean values by 32 min and 6 days, respec-

tively. Therefore, thisK-band sample can also be considered

as representative of Cerro Paranal for the covered period.

3 Analysis

In the following, we will describe the selection of suitable

OH lines (Sect. 3.1), the measurement of their intensities

(Sect. 3.2), and the derivation of rotational and vibrational

temperatures (Sects. 3.3 and 3.4).

3.1 Line selection

The VIS- and NIR-arm X-shooter spectra cover all OH bands

between 0.53 and 2.48 µm, i.e. 29 bands with v′ ≤ 9. Except

for OH(7-1), the P -branch lines of these bands are shown
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in Fig. 2 for a spectrum of the median pixel intensities of

the K-band sample discussed in Sect. 2.2. It is not possi-

ble to derive reliable line intensities and temperatures for all

bands. In the case of OH(7-1) and OH(5-0), the faintness of

the lines prevents trustworthy measurements, even with ex-

posure times of at least 3 min. Moreover, they are in the op-

tical wavelength range, where the sky continuum can be rel-

atively strong (e.g. scattered moonlight or zodiacal light, see

e.g. Noll et al., 2012 and Jones et al., 2013), which makes the

line integration highly uncertain. Therefore, we did not con-

sider these bands. The faintest remaining band is OH(8-2).

We also rejected OH(9-6) and OH(7-5) because they are lo-

cated in wavelength ranges that are highly affected by strong

water vapour absorption bands (e.g. Smette et al., 2015).

Since there are not at least three lines with low absorption,

a reliable rotational temperature measurement is not possi-

ble. Hence, our study comprises 25 OH bands.

With a minimum λ/1λ of 5400 in the VIS arm and 3000

in the NIR arm for the selected X-shooter spectra, the P -

branches (related to the total angular momentum change

J ′′ = J ′+ 1) of all OH bands are well resolved (see Fig. 2),

i.e. lines of the same band are separated. As this criterion is

not fulfilled for the R (J ′′ = J ′− 1) and Q-branches (J ′′ =

J ′), we will neglect them in the following (except for a few

lines discussed below). OH lines originating from high rota-

tional levels are not suitable for the derivation of rotational

temperatures, since these levels are strongly overpopulated

compared to the expected distribution for a typical ambi-

ent temperature in the mesopause of about 200 K (Pendleton

et al., 1989, 1993; Perminov and Semenov, 1992; Cosby and

Slanger, 2007). Only for the first few rotational levels can

a population distribution close to a rotational–translational

equilibrium be expected. Therefore, following Cosby and

Slanger (2007), we only consider OH lines originating from

rotational levels N ′ ≤ 4 of both electronic substates X253/2

(i = 1) and X251/2 (i = 2), which are caused by a coupling

of the electron spin and the orbital angular momentum (e.g.

Rousselot et al., 2000; Khomich et al., 2008). For the P -

branch, these Pi′ (N ′) lines are P1 (1) to P1 (4) for X253/2

and P2 (1) to P2 (4) for X251/2. Intercombination lines be-

tween the two electronic substates were neglected due to their

extremely low intensity (e.g. Mies, 1974; Goldman et al.,

1998).

As Fig. 2 indicates, the number of selected P -branch lines

of an OH band is often lower than eight. Individual lines

had to be mainly rejected due to low atmospheric trans-

mission and blending with lines not belonging to the same

band. A preliminary identification of affected lines was per-

formed by means of a high-resolution atmospheric transmis-

sion spectrum and an airglow line list optimised for Cerro

Paranal (Noll et al., 2012, 2014). The transmission spectrum

was calculated by using the Line-By-Line Radiative Trans-

fer Model (LBLRTM, Clough et al., 2005) for an average

atmospheric temperature and molecular abundance profile of

Cerro Paranal. The line list was derived from observations at

Cerro Paranal (Hanuschik, 2003; Cosby et al., 2006; Patat,

2008) and theoretical data (Goldman et al., 1998; Rousselot

et al., 2000). In a second step, we evaluated the quality of

the OH line data by means of preliminary measurements of

rotational temperatures Trot (Sect. 3.3) for the transmission-

corrected and sample-averaged line intensities (Sect. 3.2). In

order to identify critical lines, Trot were derived for all kinds

of line subsets in each band. In particular, Trot from only two

lines were sensitive to outliers. Finally, we classified 152 P -

branch lines as reliable. Seven additional lines (see Fig. 2)

were considered to be good enough for a derivation of Trot

corrections depending on the line set (see Sect. 3.3).

After the rejection of unreliable lines, only two P -branch

lines were left for OH(6-4), which does not allow the deter-

mination of Trot uncertainties. For this reason, we added the

relatively strong R-branch line R1 (2), which is not blended

by other lines in the X-shooter spectra and not affected by

low atmospheric transmission. To compare the Trot derived

from OH(6-4) with those of the other bands (see Sect. 4.2),

we could also measure R1 (2) in the OH bands (3-0), (3-1),

(5-2), (5-3), and (9-7).

3.2 Derivation of line intensities

The OH line intensities were measured for each spectrum by

a fully automatic procedure.

First, the sky continuum was roughly determined by ap-

plying a median filter to the pixel intensities. The filter was

about an order of magnitude wider than the pixel ranges af-

fected by single airglow lines. The resulting continuum was

then subtracted from the spectrum. For most OH bands, the

continuum is relatively faint (see Fig. 2), i.e. inaccuracies in

the derived continuum only have a minor impact. Moreover,

the continuum tends to be relatively smooth at the positions

of the selected lines. Lines with critical continua in most

sample spectra were rejected in the course of the selection

procedure described in Sect. 3.1.

The line intensities were integrated in wavelength ranges

which had a width of about 3 times the line FWHM. Hence,

the integration limits had to be modified as a function of the

line wavelength and the spectral resolution, which depends

on X-shooter arm and slit width. We also considered that

any measured OH line consists of two slightly separated 3

doublet lines (e.g. Rousselot et al., 2000). However, this was

only a minor correction. For the most frequently used 0.9′′

slit (52 % of the sample spectra), even the separation of the

P1 (4) line doublet was always lower than 4 % of the inte-

gration range. The line integrations were performed for two

different sets of line wavelengths. We used the HITRAN2012

line database (Rothman et al., 2013), where the OH data are

based on Goldman et al. (1998) (see Rothman et al., 2009).

We also performed our analysis for an alternative (and proba-

bly the most recent) set of OH line data calculated by van der

Loo and Groenenboom (2007, 2008). The two different sets

allow us to investigate the effect of deviations in the roto-
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Figure 2. P -branch lines of the OH bands used in this study. The displayed spectrum is the pixel-related median of the 240 X-shooter VIS-

and NIR-arm observations which cover all bands and where a reliable flux calibration could be performed in the K band. Lines with black

labels were used for the derivation of temperatures. Lines with grey labels were excluded from this study. An exception are those with red

marker lines. They were considered for the Trot correction due to differences in the sets of lines available for each band.
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vibrational level energies and Einstein coefficients on OH

level populations and temperatures. In the following, we will

call them G98 and LG08, respectively. To set the integration

ranges, we took the average of the 3 doublet wavelengths,

which is reasonable, since the intensities of the doublet lines

are almost identical. Contaminations by other lines in the in-

tegration ranges should be negligible due to our careful line

selection procedure (Sect. 3.1), which also included a special

check for observations taken with a wide slit (> 1′′), i.e. low

resolution.

Since astronomical targets are observed at different zenith

distances z, we converted the measured line intensities I (z)

into those for the zenith I (0) by assuming a homogeneous

OH emission layer at a height h of 87 km (e.g. Baker and

Stair, 1988) and applying

I (0)= I (z)

√
1−

(
R sin(z)

R+h

)2

(1)

(van Rhijn, 1921), where R is the Earth’s radius. The ef-

fect of the altitude distribution of the emission with a typical

FWHM of 8 km (e.g. Baker and Stair, 1988) on the correc-

tion is negligible (< 1 %), since the largest zenith distance in

our sample is only 65◦.

Since the molecular absorption in the lower atmosphere

can be strong in the near-IR, a significant fraction of the OH

lines cannot be used (see Sect. 3.1). We tried to reduce the

number of rejections by correcting for the absorption, which

is promising for low optical depths. For this purpose, we

used a high-resolution (λ/1λ≈ 106) transmission spectrum

for Cerro Paranal (Noll et al., 2012) calculated by LBLRTM

(Clough et al., 2005) for the zenith and an amount of pre-

cipitable water vapour (PWV) of 2.5 mm (= PWVref). Here,

also the wavelength-dependent fraction of water vapour ab-

sorption fH2O was known. The chosen PWVref is close to the

sample median and mean of 2.3 and 3.1 mm, respectively. We

also assumed that the OH lines have a Gaussian line profile

due to Doppler broadening related to a temperature of 200 K,

which results in FWHM of a few pm (cf. Noll et al., 2012).

The normalised profiles were then multiplied by the trans-

mission spectrum to obtain reference transmission values for

each3 doublet line. In order to adapt these values to the real

observing conditions, we calculated the z-dependent air mass

X relevant for the molecular absorption by means of

X = (cos(z)+ 0.025e−11cos(z))−1 (2)

(Rozenberg, 1966), where X converges to 40 at the hori-

zon. The PWV values were primarily taken from the molecfit

(Smette et al., 2015; Kausch et al., 2015) fitting results for the

sample of telluric standard stars discussed in Sect. 2.1. More-

over, we considered measurements from the ESO PWV mon-

itor for Cerro Paranal, which are based on different instru-

ments and methods. Since there are systematic differences

in the PWV from the different data sets, we derived correc-

tion factors from the sample means and took the molecfit

VIS-arm results as a reference. For four nights without PWV

measurements, we used the PWV values of the model-based

molecfit atmospheric input profiles (see Smette et al. (2015)

for their time-dependent creation and Kausch et al. (2015)

for their accuracy). The reference transmission curve Tref was

then adapted by the approximation

T = T

(
1+

PWV−PWVref
PWVref

fH2O

)
X

ref . (3)

Finally, the mean transmission of the two lines of each 3

doublet was calculated to correct the measured line intensi-

ties. This approach allowed us to significantly increase the

number of OH lines, since only 88 of the 153 selected lines

had an average transmission of at least 99 % for G98 OH

data. Lines were included with average transmissions down

to 77 % (OH(2-0)P1 (1)). In particular, the corrections made

it possible to study the strongly affected OH bands (2-0), (6-

3), (6-4), and (8-4). For this, an accuracy of the line absorp-

tion correction of 10 to 20 % had to be achieved.

We did not perform an intensity correction for the extinc-

tion by scattering, as this should be very small due to the

relatively long wavelengths of the OH lines and the very

low aerosol column densities at Cerro Paranal (Patat et al.,

2011; Jones et al., 2014). Moreover, the emission distribu-

tion over the entire sky makes the extinction losses much

smaller than for point sources (Chamberlain, 1961; Noll

et al., 2012). Nevertheless, we cannot exclude that some ob-

servations were made through thin cirrus clouds. Even in

this case, the OH rotational temperatures based on lines with

small wavelength differences should still be useful (e.g. Noll

et al., 2014).

3.3 Derivation of rotational temperatures

Assuming a Boltzmann distribution for the population of ro-

tational levels of an OH band, i.e. LTE, a rotational temper-

ature Trot can be derived from the slope of a regression line

for

y = ln

(
I (i′,v′,N ′→ i′′,v′′,N ′′)

g′(i′,N ′)A(i′,v′,N ′→ i′′,v′′,N ′′)

)
= const−

hcE′(i′,v′,N ′)

kTrot

(4)

as a function of the energy E′ (as wave number) of the elec-

tronic, vibrational, and rotational levels i′, v′, and N ′ of the

upper state (Meinel, 1950b; Mies, 1974). The constants h,

c, and k are the Planck constant, speed of light, and Boltz-

mann constant, respectively. Apart from E′, the required in-

put for the Trot derivation is the line intensity I , the statistical

weight of the upper state g′ = 2(2J ′+ 1) depending on the

angular momentum J ′, and the Einstein coefficient A. The

term I/g′A is proportional to the population of a hyperfine-

structure level. While I is measured, E′ and A are taken

either from G98 or LG08 (see Sect. 3.2). Since the OH 3
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Figure 3. Derivation of OH Trot under the assumption of a Boltz-

mann distribution for the different rotational upper levels. The ab-

scissa shows the energy of a given level relative to the lowest rota-

tional levelGv of a band in cm−1. The ordinate displays the natural

logarithm of the population of a hyperfine-structure level relative

to 1 Rayleigh second. The data points indicate the mean values of

E′−Gv and y derived from the sample mean intensities for the se-

lected OH lines with the same v′. The different symbols and colours

distinguish lines of the P1- and P2-branches as well as the use of en-

ergy values and Einstein coefficients of G98 and LG08, respectively

(see legend). The dotted (G98) and dashed lines (LG08) connect OH

lines with the same v′ (see labels).

doublets are not resolved (see Sect. 3.2), I is the sum of the

intensities of both doublet lines. For this reason, the A coef-

ficients, which are identical for G98, were also summed and

both (very similar) E′ were averaged.

For illustration, Fig. 3 shows the averaged y and E′ for

the different P -branch lines, upper vibrational levels v′, and

molecular line data sets (G98 and LG08) derived from the

mean line intensities of the sample. The y values of lines

with the same upper state (which indicated a typical scatter

of 0.1) were averaged to improve the clarity of the plot. The

level energy E′ is given relative to the lowest energy level

of a band Gv , i.e. P1 (1) is always located at 0. For the other

lines,E′−Gv depends on v′. The line data source plays a mi-

nor role. The highest energy state of each v′ is related to P2

(4). The y values decrease with increasing v′, which implies

a lower relative population of higher vibrational levels. The

y values also indicate significant differences in the Einstein

coefficients of the G98 and LG08 line data sets. The figure

demonstrates that data points with the same v′ can be well

fitted by a straight line.

Since the resulting Trot for the different OH bands are

based on different line sets (see Fig. 2), a comparison might

fail due to systematic offsets depending on the selected lines

(see Sect. 4.1). Therefore, all Trot measurements were cor-

rected to be representative of a reference line set consisting

of the first three P1- and P2-branch lines. For this, we calcu-

lated Trot from the mean line intensities of the sample for

all relevant line combinations. We only considered the 16

most reliable bands for these calculations. Very faint bands

(OH(8-2), OH(9-3), OH(6-1), OH(7-2), and OH(4-0)) and

those strongly affected by atmospheric absorption (OH(6-

3), OH(2-0), OH(6-4), and OH(8-6)) were not used. For the

selected OH bands, we also included some acceptable extra

lines (see Sect. 3.1) to increase the number of bands for cer-

tain line sets. Then, for the correction, the average 1Trot rel-

ative to the reference line set was derived for each required

line combination. This approach neglects a possible v′ de-

pendence of the 1Trot, which is hard to derive due to the

limited number of bands and the required very high accuracy

in Trot. However, this would only be a second order correc-

tion, as the change in E′−Gv for different v′ but fixed rota-

tional transition is smaller than the corresponding change for

different lines and fixed v′ (see Fig. 3). Although the correc-

tions were calculated for the sample mean, we also applied

them to the Trot for the individual spectra. The 1Trot do not

appear to significantly depend on time (see Sect. 4.1).

For the Trot derived from mean intensities (Sect. 4.2), we

also corrected for the smaller sample of spectra suitable for

the OH bands (8-6) and (9-7) (see Sect. 2.2). The Trot of the

two bands were measured for the mean intensities of the K-

band sample. This was also done for the bands with the same

v′ but different v′′. For the latter, we could derive the 1Trot

for the two samples. The mean difference for each v′ was

then applied to the corresponding OH band in the K band.

The resulting correction for G98 parameters was 0.0 K for

OH(9-7) and+1.1 K for OH(8-6). For LG08, the correspond-

ing values were −0.1 and +1.0 K, respectively.

Apart from the Trot results for each OH band, we will also

discuss mean values for all bands with the same v′, i.e. the

same roto-vibrational upper states. For the discussion of the

sample means in Sect. 4, we considered all 25 bands for the

v′-related Trot averaging. For the derivation of the mean val-

ues for the individual observations in Sect. 5.2, we neglected

OH(8-2) (see Fig. 2), which is the band with the lowest S/N .

This measure made the v′ = 8 average distinctly more ro-

bust. Excluding OH(8-2) would change Trot(v
′
= 8) for the

full sample by+0.3 K for G98 and+1.9 K for LG08. There-

fore, we subtracted these amounts from the Trot(v
′
= 8) for

the individual observations.

3.4 Derivation of vibrational temperatures

The approach for deriving Trot discussed in Sect. 3.3 can also

be used for obtaining a temperature for the population of lev-

els belonging to different OH bands with deviating v′. Since

the mean y value of a band strongly depends on the selected

lines (see Fig. 3), we measured vibrational temperatures Tvib

by extrapolating the y value of each line to the energy of the

v′-dependent ground state Gv , where P1 (1) originates. This

is possible by using the slopes related to the Trot measure-

ments. In fact, we used the v′-averaged Trot (see Sect. 3.3)
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Figure 4. Over- and underpopulation of the upper rotational levels

of the P -branch OH lines relative to a regression line based on the

first three P1 and P2 lines. The abscissa shows the energy differ-

ence in cm−1 of an upper rotational level E′ to the lowest levelGv .

The ordinate exhibits the natural logarithm of a population ratio.

The data points show the mean values and mean errors of the four

investigated P1 (filled symbols and solid lines) and P2 lines (open

symbols and dashed lines) for the OH bands (4-1), (5-2), (6-2), and

(7-4). The results for the G98 and LG08 line parameters are marked

by circles and diamonds, respectively.

for the sample means (Sect. 4) as well as the individual spec-

tra (Sect. 5.2) and applied the corresponding shifts in y. The

regression line for the Tvib derivation was then calculated

for the corrected y values vs. the v′-related Gv of the se-

lected OH lines. Tvib were derived for different v′ ranges (see

Sects. 4.3 and 5).

4 Results for mean line intensities

Studying systematics in the roto-vibrational level popula-

tions and the corresponding Trot and Tvib requires high-

quality data. Although the selection of our X-shooter data set

of 343 spectra (240 spectra for theK band) was already very

restrictive in this respect (Sect. 2.2), the statistical and sys-

tematic uncertainties can be further reduced by analysing the

mean intensities of OH lines. For this reason, we will start

with a discussion of results obtained for the sample mean.

We will describe the influence of different line sets (Sect. 4.1)

and OH bands (Sect. 4.2) on Trot and discuss vibrational level

populations and temperatures (Sect. 4.3). Time-dependent

variations will be treated in Sect. 5 based on the individual

measurements.

4.1 Rotational level populations and temperatures for

different line sets

The general population of the different roto-vibrational OH

levels for the sample mean intensities was discussed in

Sect. 3.3 (see Fig. 3). However, we still need to validate the

assumption that the first four lines of the P1 and P2-branches

show a Boltzmann-like intensity distribution related to the

ambient temperature (e.g. Beig et al., 2003; Perminov et al.,

2007; Cosby and Slanger, 2007). For this purpose, we sub-

tracted the regression fit from the first three P1 and P2 lines

(our reference set) yfit from the y of the different lines for

the four highly reliable intermediate-v′ OH bands (4-1), (5-

2), (6-2), and (7-4), where all eight P -branch lines could be

measured. The resulting1y = y−yfit of each line were then

averaged.

Figure 4 displays the mean 1y as a function of the mean

energy difference E′−Gv . The 1y distribution shows a sig-

nificant deviation from the zero line. The line with the high-

est energy difference P2 (4) indicates the largest deviation,

which corresponds to a relative overpopulation of about 10 %

for the N ′ = 4 rotational level of the X251/2 substate. The

1y of P1 (4) implies an overpopulation of about 5 % for

N ′ = 4 of X253/2. All other lines have smaller deviations of

about 2 % in maximum. Interestingly, for a given level en-

ergy, X251/2 levels tend to have a several per cent lower

population than X253/2 levels. This pattern could also be

confirmed for different band selections as the preferred four

bands. A significant trend with v′ could not be detected. The

1y do not appear to depend on the molecular line data, since

the results for G98 and LG08 line data do not show any sig-

nificant differences. For this reason, the deviations from the

zero line appear to be very reliable. Moreover, we checked

the variability of the1y pattern observed by also performing

the analysis for the individual observations. There was a re-

markable stability. For P2 (4), we only found a scatter in 1y

of about 0.02. All other lines showed variations of less than

about 0.01.

The results for the N ′ = 4 lines confirm the trend

of increasing deviation from the LTE for increasing N ′,

which was already convincingly shown by Pendleton et al.

(1993). The incomplete rotational–translational equilibration

of N ′ = 4 levels suggests that only N ′ ≤ 3 lines should be

used for estimates of the mesopause temperature, which

would be more restrictive than the N ′ ≤ 5 criterion reported

by Beig et al. (2003) referring to Perminov and Semenov

(1992). Nevertheless, we used all measured lines for our Trot

derivations (Sect. 3.3), since this makes the regression fit

more robust, especially if several low-N ′ lines are rejected

(Sect. 3.1). In this case, a correction of the Trot is required

to avoid unrealistic mesopause temperatures (see Sect. 3.3).

To illustrate the deviations, Fig. 5 shows 1Trot for different

line sets relative to our reference set consisting of the six

N ′ ≤ 3 lines. For the determination, we again used the OH

bands (4-1), (5-2), (6-2), and (7-4). Using the eight P -branch
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Table 1. Measured and corrected rotational temperatures in K from different OH bands for G98 and LG08 line parameters.

OH(v′-v′′) Line seta Fig. 2 Tmeas 1T b
corr T b

ref
Tmeas 1T b

corr T b
ref

(G98) (G98) (G98) (LG08) (LG08) (LG08)

OH(2-0) 001100010 (u) 192.1 −4.4 187.7 182.4 −4.0 178.4

OH(3-0) 011110010 (m) 192.8 −4.3 188.5 190.3 −4.0 186.3

OH(3-1) 011111100 (v) 195.3 0.0 195.3 195.2 0.0 195.2

OH(4-0) 011100001 (g) 198.4 −3.4 195.0 194.7 −5.5 189.3

OH(4-1) 011111111 (o) 201.1 −4.5 196.6 198.2 −5.0 193.2

OH(4-2) 011111110 (w) 197.6 −3.8 193.8 195.5 −3.5 192.0

OH(5-1) 011111111 (i) 198.7 −4.5 194.2 194.4 −5.0 189.4

OH(5-2) 011111111 (p) 197.7 −4.5 193.2 193.2 −5.0 188.2

OH(5-3) 001111100 (x) 195.5 −0.1 195.3 194.1 −0.1 194.0

OH(6-1) 011110111 (d) 198.9 −5.0 193.9 192.6 −5.6 187.1

OH(6-2) 011111111 (j) 202.4 −4.5 197.9 198.4 −5.0 193.4

OH(6-3) 001011111 (q) 199.0 −4.1 194.9 194.2 −4.5 189.7

OH(6-4) 101010000 (y) 189.9 +9.7 199.6 189.1 +7.1 196.2

OH(7-2) 000101111 (e) 201.8 −10.4 191.4 194.1 −9.9 184.2

OH(7-3) 001111111 (k) 198.4 −4.2 194.1 193.3 −4.6 188.7

OH(7-4) 011111111 (r) 200.9 −4.5 196.4 198.9 −5.0 193.9

OH(8-2) 001111111 (a) 207.4 −4.2 203.1 203.1 −4.6 198.6

OH(8-3) 001111111 (f) 205.4 −4.2 201.2 200.3 −4.6 195.7

OH(8-4) 011101011 (l) 203.2 −5.0 198.1 203.8 −5.3 198.5

OH(8-5) 001111011 (s) 208.4 −4.2 204.2 203.4 −4.6 198.9

OH(8-6)c 000110001 (A) 207.5 −4.2 203.3 219.2 −10.0 209.2

OH(9-3) 001011111 (c) 199.7 −4.1 195.6 193.2 −4.5 188.7

OH(9-4) 011111011 (h) 203.5 −4.5 199.0 200.0 −4.9 195.1

OH(9-5) 011111000 (n) 195.3 0.0 195.3 190.1 0.0 190.0

OH(9-7)c 011111111 (B) 202.4 −4.6 197.8 198.0 −5.1 192.9

a The binary code indicates the measured lines of a band. Sorted by wavelength, the considered lines are R1 (2), P2 (1), P1 (1),

P2 (2), P1 (2), P2 (3), P1 (3), P2 (4), and P1 (4).
b Rotational temperatures and their corrections for a reference line set consisting of the first three P1 and P2 lines (code:

011111100).
c The temperatures were already corrected for the smaller K-band sample of spectra that could be used for the measurement

(see Sect. 3.3).

lines already causes a temperature excess of 6 to 7 K inde-

pendent of the choice of G98 or LG08 data. If only the four

lines with the highest E′−Gv are used, a deviation of about

20 K is reached. The latter is already about 10 % of a typ-

ical mesopause temperature. We could not find a significant

temporal variation in the relative rotational level populations.

Therefore, a Trot time series that always uses the same set of

lines (see Beig et al., 2003, for an overview) should only be

offset by a nearly constant 1Trot.

Even if the N ′ = 4 levels are neglected, there are signif-

icant deviations in the relative level populations (Fig. 4),

which can affect the Trot especially if the number of mea-

sured lines is small (Fig. 5). In particular, the level popula-

tion differences for the two electronic substates are striking.

Both states do not seem to be in equilibrium due to insuf-

ficient relaxation processes by collisions and radiation. This

could allow signatures of the nascent level population related

to the OH creation to survive (cf. Sect. 4.2). Without the lines

P2 (1) to P2 (3), the resulting Trot would be about 3 K higher

than for all N ′ ≤ 3 lines if the OH bands of Fig. 5 are con-

sidered. It is not clear whether these P1-based temperatures

would be more realistic.

4.2 Rotational temperatures for different OH bands

Applying the procedure described in Sect. 3.3, we derived

corrected Trot for the reference set of N ′ ≤ 3 P -branch lines

for the 25 measured OH bands listed in Table 1 (see also

Fig. 2). Table 1 and Fig. 6 show the sample mean results for

the molecular line data sets of G98 and LG08. Since the up-

per levels of lines from OH bands with fixed v′ are the same,

we also display the mean Trot for each v′ in Fig. 6. The plot-

ted mean errors were primarily derived from the variance of

the differences between the band- and v′-related Trot. Since

the uncertainties in the individual Trot can be quite different,

we also considered the uncertainties of the regression anal-

ysis and Trot correction. As these errors are unrealistically

high due to systematic deviations in the rotational level pop-

ulations (see Sect. 4.1), we scaled them by a global factor

(0.42 and 0.53 for G98 and LG08 data) derived from the first

error derivation approach and calculated v′-related mean er-

rors. If these errors were higher than those related to the Trot

differences, we used them instead. However, this was only

true in a few cases and the change was moderate. The re-

sulting mean errors for Trot(v
′) are between 1.0 and 2.0 K

for G98 and 1.8 and 3.6 K for LG08. The true uncertain-

ties might even be smaller if bands with the same v′ showed

different Trot for physical reasons. Otherwise the differences
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Figure 5. Change in Trot by differences in the set of lines used for

its determination. The difference in Trot and the mean energy of

the upper rotational levels of the selected lines are given relative

to the reference line set consisting of the first three P1- and P2-

branch lines. The plotted data points indicate the mean values and

mean errors for the OH bands (4-1), (5-2), (6-2), and (7-4). Black

circles and red diamonds show the results for the G98 and LG08

line parameters, respectively. The set of lines for each data point is

indicated by an eight digit binary number. Selections are marked by

the number 1. The position of a digit corresponds to the wavelength

of a P -branch line (see Fig. 2 and Table 1), i.e. the first and last digit

refer to P2 (1) and P1 (4), respectively.

should be caused by uncertainties in the measurements and

molecular data. The latter can explain the higher mean errors

for the LG08 data and it might be a hint that these data are

less accurate for Trot derivations than the G98 data (see also

below).

The G98 Trot(v
′) results displayed in Fig. 6 indicate an

increase in the temperature with v′. Trot ranges from 188 K

for v′ = 2 to 202 K for v′ = 8. Interestingly, the temperature

increase is mainly limited to even v′. Considering only odd

v′, Trot increases from 192 K for v′ = 3 to 197 K for v′ = 9,

i.e. 1Trot is only 5 K compared to 14 K for even v′. Con-

sequently, the highest temperature is achieved for v′ = 8,

whereas Trot(v
′
= 9) is only the third highest. The differences

in the Trot for odd and even v′ are also clearly visible for fixed

1v = v′− v′′ and v′ ≥ 5.

At least for v′ ≥ 6, the Trot(v
′) gradient changes can also

be observed for LG08 OH line parameters. Moreover, the

temperature difference for even levels is larger than for odd

ones (22 vs. 3 K). For v′ = 7, the second lowest temperature

(189 K) was measured, which is 11 K lower than Trot(v
′
= 8).

A difference of 8 K was found for G98 data. Therefore, we

can assume that the striking Trot(v
′) pattern is not mainly

caused by uncertainties in the OH line parameters. Never-

theless, the average LG08 Trot of all v′ is about 4.4 K lower

than the G98 value. In particular, Trot(v
′
= 2) derived from

OH(2-0) is about 9 K lower.

Figure 6. Rotational temperature Trot as a function of v′. The filled

circles in the upper and middle panel show the line-set-corrected

Trot of the investigated 25 OH bands for the G98 and LG08 line

parameters, respectively. Trot for bands with the same vibrational

level difference 1v = v′− v′′ are marked by different connecting

lines (see legend). The averages of the Trot for bands with the same

v′ are connected by a black line, which also show the mean errors

derived from the Trot variation for a given v′ and the individual Trot

measurement uncertainties. The lower panel exhibits the influence

of the line parameters on Trot(v
′). Here, the results for the G98 data

(black solid line), G98 data with the Einstein coefficients of LG08

(red dashed line), LG08 data with the atmospheric transmission cor-

rection and line integration wavelength ranges for G98 data (green

dotted line), and the LG08 data (blue dash-dotted line) are shown

(see also legend).

In the lower panel of Fig. 6, we show the reasons for these

discrepancies. If Trot(v
′) is measured with the energy lev-

els of G98 but the Einstein coefficients of LG08, the tem-

perature decreases by 1.3 K on average for v′ = 2 to 9. For

individual v′, the shift is between 0.0 K (v′ = 2) and 2.6 K

(v′ = 6). If the LG08 energy levels are then used for the

Trot derivation, the temperature further decreases by 2.7 K

on average with only a small v′ dependence (with individual

shifts between 2.3 and 3.1 K). Finally, the full LG08 results

are achieved if the LG08 energy levels are also used for the
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line intensity measurements, i.e. for the wavelength range of

the integration and the atmospheric transmission correction

(see Sect. 3.2). The latter causes the large shift of 6.8 K for

Trot(v
′
= 2), which is strongly affected by the water vapour

absorption of OH(2-0) lines. Moreover, Trot(v
′
= 8) is sig-

nificantly changed by the very high LG08 Trot for OH(8-6),

which is partly absorbed by CO2. The LG08 temperatures are

less reliable than the G98 ones. The OH(2-0) and OH(8-6)

line wavelengths from the LG08 data do not appear to be ac-

curate enough for a good transmission correction. Although

the line selection is based on G98 data (Sect. 3.1), which

could cause a bias in favour of G98 data, the LG08 energy

differences of the OH rotational levels seem to be less accu-

rate than those of G98. This interpretation is supported by

a higher variation of LG08 Trot for fixed v′. Apart from the

energies, the precision of the Einstein coefficients could also

matter. In any case, the significant differences in the derived

Trot of several K for these two up-to-date OH line parame-

ter sets imply that absolute temperature measurements in the

mesopause via this method are still very uncertain. To a lesser

extent, this is also true for a comparison of Trot for different

v′, even if OH bands with significant atmospheric absorption

are not considered.

The results presented in Fig. 6 are based on a sample of

spectra taken at Cerro Paranal. Cosby and Slanger (2007)

performed a similar analysis based on 16 OH bands mea-

sured in 81 echelle spectra taken at Mauna Kea (see Sect. 1).

Their derived Trot(v
′) pattern is in remarkable agreement

with our results (see also Sect. 5.2.2). A similar trend could

also be found by Cosby and Slanger (2007) for a mean UV-

Visual Echelle Spectrograph (UVES, Dekker et al., 2000) sky

spectrum derived from several observations taken at Cerro

Paranal in 2001 (Hanuschik, 2003). Although the data set

is small, the striking Trot(v
′) pattern seems to be a general

feature of OH Trot measurements. Cosby and Slanger (2007)

also preferably used G98 molecular data. Using the very dif-

ferent OH line parameters of Turnbull and Lowe (1989), their

pattern did not change significantly except for a positive Trot

shift. This confirms our result that systematic uncertainties

in the line parameters do not appear to be responsible for

the differences between odd and even v′. It is more likely

that this structure is caused by non-LTE effects related to v′-

dependent excitation and relaxation processes.

The most intense OH lines are those with 1v = 2 (Mies,

1974; Rousselot et al., 2000; Khomich et al., 2008). More-

over, the nascent vibrational level distribution due to the

hydrogen–ozone reaction (R1) is dominated by the high v =

8 and 9 (Charters et al., 1971; Ohoyama et al., 1985; Adler-

Golden, 1997). Therefore, peculiarities in the rotational level

distributions of these v could be transferred to lower v caus-

ing the observed differences between odd and even v′. Since

the lowest v can be populated by many different radiation

processes, Trot differences for adjacent v′ would be less sig-

nificant, as it is observed. The scenario is more critical for the

higher parts of the OH emission layer (e.g. Baker and Stair,

1988), since the lower O2 density reduces the frequency of

quenching collisions, which tends to be a multiquantum pro-

cess for at least high v′ (McDade, 1991; Adler-Golden, 1997;

Xu et al., 2012). The concentration of the other important

quencher atomic oxygen (O) increases with altitude in the

mesopause region (e.g. Smith et al., 2010). However, the

effect of O should mainly be a “sudden death” (McDade

and Llewellyn, 1987) of the vibrationally excited OH pref-

erentially by a chemical reaction with the products H and

O2 (Adler-Golden, 1997; Varandas, 2004; Xu et al., 2012),

i.e. the vibrational level distribution should not significantly

change. Hence, the thermalisation of the remaining OH by

collisions is less efficient at higher altitudes, i.e. signatures of

the nascent level distribution can survive easier. Since the ini-

tial Trot of v′ = 8 should be distinctly higher than for v′ = 9

(e.g. 1230 vs. 760 K according to Llewellyn and Long, 1978),

the measured Trot might still show higher values for v′ = 8

due to the incomplete relaxation at high altitudes (see also

Sect. 4.3). This could explain the observed v′-specific dif-

ferences. If this interpretation is correct, then especially Trot

derived from v′ = 8 should be taken with care. They appear

to be several K too high. The second Trot peak is related to

v′ = 6, where OH(6-2) is frequently used (e.g. Beig et al.,

2003, 2008). Odd and low v′ seem to be less influenced by

non-LTE effects, although non-negligible contributions are

also likely.

For the odd levels, we find a 1Trot/1v
′ of about 0.74±

0.21 K for G98 data. If non-LTE effects and line parameter

uncertainties were negligible, this could be related to a real

temperature gradient in the mesopause. A gradient is ex-

pected due to the dependence of the OH emission altitude

on v′, which is caused by the O2 and O density-related colli-

sional quenching efficiency (McDade, 1991; Xu et al., 2012;

von Savigny et al., 2012; von Savigny and Lednyts’kyy,

2013; Kowalewski et al., 2014). As indicated by OH emis-

sion profile measurements by rockets and satellites, the emis-

sion altitude can increase by about 0.5 km per vibrational

level (von Savigny et al., 2012). This would result in a gra-

dient of +1.5 Kkm−1 at about 87 km for our Cerro Paranal

sample mean. The real gradient could be an order of mag-

nitude larger, since the emission layers for the different v′

strongly overlap due to FWHM of about 8 km (Baker and

Stair, 1988; von Savigny et al., 2012). Such steep mean tem-

perature profiles appear to be unrealistic. Moreover, positive

gradients would require a robust mesopause inversion layer

(Meriwether and Gardner, 2000). However, lidar measure-

ments at low latitudes suggest that the main mesopause tem-

perature minimum is usually located at the top of or above

the OH emission layer (Friedman and Chu, 2007; Clemesha

et al., 2011), which implies a temperature decrease with alti-

tude. Therefore, temperature gradients derived from OH Trot

appear to be mainly caused by non-LTE effects.

Our 1Trot can be compared with the 9.7± 4.0 K found by

Cosby and Slanger (2007) for their Mauna Kea (19.8◦ N)

sample. Since they used only OH(3-0) and OH(9-5) with
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Figure 7. Derivation of OH Tvib under the assumption of a Boltz-

mann distribution for the different v′. The abscissa shows the en-

ergy of the lowest rotational level Gv of the vibrational level v′ in

cm−1. The ordinate displays the natural logarithm of the popula-

tion of a hyperfine-structure level of the lowest rotational level of v′

relative to 1 Rayleigh second. The intensities of the OH lines origi-

nating from higher rotational levels were corrected by means of the

v′-related Trot (see Fig. 6) to correspond to the rotational ground

state of X253/2. The “+” and “×” symbols show the mean values

of y(Gv) for each OH band for the G98 and LG08 line parame-

ters, respectively. The averaged y(Gv) from all lines with fixed v′

are displayed by filled black circles and red diamonds and are con-

nected by solid lines. The dotted lines represent linear fits to the

averages for v′ = 3 to 6.

different line sets for this value, we estimated a tempera-

ture difference with the same lines. In view of the possible

variability on different timescales (see Sect. 5), our result of

6.9± 3.9 K is in good agreement.

4.3 Vibrational level populations and temperatures

As described in Sect. 3.4, we can compare the populations

of different vibrational levels by extrapolating the y values

of the measured lines to the corresponding ground states

Gv . This requires the derived Trot and the energy differences

E′−Gv . Figure 7 shows the resulting population–energy plot

for the band- and v′-specific averages derived from the sam-

ple mean intensities. The band-specific averages are highly

reliable, since the typical scatter in y resulting from the mea-

sured lines of a band is only 0.03. The scatter is significantly

larger if OH bands with the same v′ are compared, especially

for high v′. The y difference for OH(8-6) and OH(8-2) is

0.58 with the G98 line parameters. For OH(9-7) and OH(9-

3), the difference is 0.55, which corresponds to a population

ratio of about 1.7. The corresponding numbers for LG08 data

are 0.02 and −0.10. Here, the maximum differences are 0.26

and 0.21 for OH(8-4) minus OH(8-2) and OH(9-4) minus

OH(9-7), respectively. As the deviations (and also the abso-

lute y values) are very different for G98 and LG08 data, they

are most likely caused by uncertainties in the molecular line

parameters. In contrast to the results for Trot (Sect. 4.2), the

LG08 data appear to be more reliable in this context due to

the smaller differences. In view of the systematic deviations,

any v′ population comparison has to be taken with care. The

resulting values depend on the considered OH bands for each

v′. For example, the missing OH(9-7) band (see Sect. 3.1)

causes a decrease of y(v′ = 9) for G98 data. Therefore, our

line selection inevitably affects the vibrational level popula-

tions and temperatures, which we discuss in the following.

The average y(v′) derived from all measured lines show

a clear decrease with increasing v′. However, this decrease

cannot be explained by a single Boltzmann distribution, as

it is indicated by the dotted line for each line parameter set.

The y(v′) fits were derived with v′ from 3 to 6, which indi-

cate a good linear relation. The deviations for v′ = 2 might

be explained by uncertainties related to the atmospheric ab-

sorption correction for the OH(2-0) band, where the G98 re-

sults are more reliable (see Sect. 4.3). The overpopulations

for v′ = 7 to 9 relative to the fit are highly significant, al-

though the amounts depend on the selected lines and bands.

We find a maximum deviation for v′ = 8, i.e. 0.37 (overpop-

ulation of 45 %) for G98 and 0.27 (31 %) for LG08 data.

The increased population of v′ = 8 has been observed be-

fore based on a smaller number of OH bands (Takahashi and

Batista, 1981; Cosby and Slanger, 2007) and was also mod-

elled by Adler-Golden (1997). The nascent vibrational level

distribution preferring high v (Llewellyn and Long, 1978;

McDade and Llewellyn, 1987) appears to partly survive the

radiative cascades and vibrational relaxation via collisions

(McDade, 1991; Adler-Golden, 1997; Xu et al., 2012; von

Savigny et al., 2012). Therefore, the found relative overpop-

ulation for the highest v′ could significantly contribute to the

Trot(v
′) gradients discussed in Sect. 4.2.

The observed population pattern implies that Tvib

(Sect. 3.4) strongly depend on the selected v′ for the re-

gression analysis. For all covered v′ from 2 to 9, we derive

10 170± 200 K for G98 data and 10 760± 140 K for LG08

data by taking individual y for all measured OH lines. When

only the vibrational levels 3 to 6 are considered, as shown in

Fig. 7, we obtain 8660± 240 K and 9830± 210 K, respec-

tively. Consequently, the high-v population bump changes

Tvib by about 1500 or 900 K depending on the OH line pa-

rameters. In any case, the resulting Tvib are close to those

found by other studies (see Khomich et al., 2008).

5 Variability

The atmosphere is highly dynamic. By investigating OH ro-

tational temperatures and vibrational level populations as

a function of time and band, we can further constrain the

origin of their v′-dependent values. We will start with a dis-

cussion of a small time series that covers a whole night

(Sect. 5.1). Then, we will describe nocturnal (Sect. 5.2.1)
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and seasonal variations (Sect. 5.2.2) for the whole sample

of 343 spectra (Sect. 2.2). Finally, we will discuss possible

correlations of the quantities that were derived from the indi-

vidual observations (Sect. 5.2.3). The results in this section

are mainly based on G98 line parameters due to their higher

Trot reliability (see Sect. 4.2).

5.1 An example time series

Our sample of X-shooter spectra includes 17 observations

that were taken within 11 h in the night of 29/30 July 2011.

The exposure times were 35 min (17.5 min for the first and

last exposures). Since only a single astronomical target was

observed, zenith distance and azimuth angle changed as

a function of time. The zenith distance ranged from 23 to 65◦,

with the minimum near midnight. This small but high-quality

sample allows us to evaluate how temperatures derived from

different OH bands are dynamically connected.

The upper panel of Fig. 8 shows the Trot for the reference

line set (see Sect. 3.3) and G98 data derived from 15 OH

bands. For each v′, the results for the two most reliable bands

are displayed. An exception is v′ = 2, where only OH(2-0) is

available. The Trot are given as a function of the local time,

i.e. UT corrected for the longitude of Cerro Paranal, and it

is given for the middle of the exposure. The measured Trot

distribution is in good agreement with the results for the full

sample mean (Sect. 4.2). While the highest temperatures tend

to be found for v′ = 8 (197 K on average for OH(8-5)), the

lowest Trot of the night are related to OH(2-0) (177 K on av-

erage). Moreover, OH bands with the same v′ behave simi-

larly. This can be shown by calculating Pearson’s correlation

coefficient r , which turned out to be 0.993 on average for the

plotted band combinations. This is a strong argument for the

interpretation that Trot of OH bands with the same v′ mostly

differ due to measurement uncertainties and inaccurate line

parameters, i.e. Einstein coefficients and level energies.

A comparison of OH bands with different v′ implies a vari-

ability pattern that depends on v′. We found a monotonically

decreasing correlation coefficient with increasing 1v′. For

the plotted bands and e.g. 1v′ = 1, 4, and 7, the average

r is 0.987, 0.917, and 0.797, respectively. First, these in-

creasing discrepancies are caused by a shift of the nocturnal

temperature minimum towards later times for higher v′. The

maximum time difference is about 2 h. Second, the tempera-

ture variations in the investigated night were larger for lower

v′. They ranged from 32 K for OH(9-4) to 46 K for OH(2-

0). These large Trot variations took place in the first half of

the night, since the first spectrum always showed the max-

imum temperature. The Trot increase in the second half of

the night does not indicate a significant v′ dependence. Fi-

nally, the Trot for the different plotted bands are remarkably

similar at the beginning of the night. The spread was only

about 11 K. It rapidly increased before midnight, when the

Trot minima were reached, and stayed large until the end of

the night (31 K) with some variations.

Figure 8. Trot, relative intensity, and Tvib as a function of local time

(UT corrected for geographical longitude) for a time series of 17

X-shooter observations taken during the night 29/30 July 2011. All

data points are based on the G98 line parameters. The upper panel

shows the line-set-corrected Trot for the OH bands (2-0), (3-0), (3-

1), (4-1), (4-2), (5-2), (5-3), (6-2), (6-3), (7-3), (7-4), (8-3), (8-5),

(9-4), and (9-5). Bands with the same v′ are marked by lines of the

same type and colour (see legend). The observation of each band

with the lowest Trot is indicated by a filled circle. The middle panel

shows the intensity of the same OH bands as listed above relative

to the average for the 17 observations of the sample. The lowest

intensity of each band is marked by a filled circle. The lower panel

displays Tvib derived from the lines of the bands listed above for

two different v′ sets (2 to 9 and 2 to 6, see legend). The observations

indicating the highest Tvib are marked by filled circles.

A strong v′ dependence of the variability can also be found

for the band intensity, which traces the vibrational level pop-

ulation and is shown in the middle panel of Fig. 8. The rela-

tive intensities were derived from the summed line intensities

for each band and normalised to the mean of the 17 observa-

tions. All OH bands indicate a steep intensity decrease at the

beginning, a minimum in the middle of the night, a weak

intensity increase in the second half, and a second mini-

mum at the end of the night. While bands with the same v′

show curves which are almost identical, there is a continu-
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ous change in the variability pattern from v′ = 2 to 9. The

intensity decrease at the beginning becomes weaker (factors

from 8.1 to 4.1) and the minimum is earlier for higher v′.

This trend is very similar to the results for Trot, which show

an average minimum that was about 70 min earlier than the

one for the intensity. The time difference appears to decrease

for lower v′.

Our data clearly show a changing Trot and intensity vari-

ability from v′ = 2 to 9. The general features of these varia-

tions were observed before based on studies with a smaller

number of bands, lower-quality data, and/or smaller data

sets (Takahashi and Batista, 1981; Cosby and Slanger, 2007;

Perminov et al., 2007). In particular, Takahashi and Batista

(1981) observed five OH bands in 64 nights at Cachoeira

Paulista in Brazil (see Sect. 1), which is at a similar latitude

(22.7◦ S) as Cerro Paranal (24.6◦ S). Their data resulted in

minimum times for Trot and intensities that were similar to

ours. Moreover, they found that the nocturnal variation of

the intensity of OH(5-1) was delayed by about 15 min com-

pared to OH(9-4). Although our time resolution is lower, this

shift seems to be consistent with the delays that we derive

from larger 1v′. The found v′-related variations can only

be explained if the altitude of the OH emission depends on

v′, which is consistent with results of observations based on

rockets and satellites (Lopez-Moreno et al., 1987; Baker and

Stair, 1988; Xu et al., 2012; von Savigny et al., 2012). Our

example data suggest that the emission layer altitude was

a monotonic function of v′ for v′ = 2 to 9. As the layer profile

measurements and corresponding models imply that higher

v′ tend to be at higher altitudes (Adler-Golden, 1997; Xu

et al., 2012; von Savigny et al., 2012), our measurements in-

dicate a strong positive temperature gradient with altitude af-

ter the Trot minima, even if the v′ = 8 bands are neglected due

to major non-LTE contributions (see Sect. 4.2). In contrast,

the gradient was close to zero at the beginning of the night.

Apart from real changes in the mesopause temperature pro-

file, this can be caused by changes in the altitude and spread

of the emission layers for the different v′, which would mod-

ify the v′-related effective temperature. The OH emission

distribution is affected by nocturnal altitude-dependent con-

centration variations of the reactants O3 and H as well as

the main quenchers O2 and O (e.g. Kowalewski et al., 2014).

In particular, the vertical transport and concentration change

of O is critical, as it also influences the O3 concentration

(e.g. Marsh et al., 2006). Since such processes can lead to

v′-dependent changes in the OH collisional quenching effi-

ciency, we can expect v′-related variations in the non-LTE

Trot contributions. If this mainly causes the observed increas-

ing Trot differences, then a rise of (at least parts of) the OH

emission layer would be required to reduce the vibrational

relaxation by O2 collisions. It would be consistent with the

observed intensity evolution, since there appears to be an in-

verse relation between the OH integrated emission rate and

the emission peak altitude (Yee et al., 1997; Melo et al., 1999;

Liu and Shepherd, 2006). Figure 8 also indicates that struc-

tures in the variability pattern for Trot and intensity appear

to move from high emission layers (high v′) to low layers

(low v′). For example, the marked Trot and intensity min-

ima are later for lower v′. This behaviour points to thermal

tides, which show these phase shifts by propagation from the

lower atmosphere forced by solar heating (e.g. A. K. Smith,

2012). For low latitudes, the solar (1,1) migrating diurnal tide

should dominate (Vincent et al., 1988; Burrage et al., 1995;

Marsh et al., 2006). The Trot variation for v′ = 2, which is

least influenced by non-LTE effects, supports the assumption

of a dominating 24 h period. Our data also suggest some con-

tribution from shorter period variations like those with a pe-

riod of 2 to 3 h in the second half of the night, which could

be related to long-period gravity waves (e.g. Taylor et al.,

1997; Khomich et al., 2008). Note that the true period prob-

ably deviates due to the moving telescope. Finally, it should

be noted that the nocturnal intensity evolution, especially the

high values at the beginning of the night, is strongly affected

by the OH photochemistry, i.e. the changing availability of

the reactants ozone and hydrogen (e.g. Yee et al., 1997).

The lower panel of Fig. 8 shows the variation of two dif-

ferent Tvib related to the v′ ranges 2 to 9 and 2 to 6, respec-

tively. The latter excludes those vibrational levels which in-

dicate an overpopulation compared to the lower ones (see

Sect. 4.3). Like for Trot, the G98 line parameters were used

for the calculations. The general structure of the variations

for both quantities is a relatively low Tvib at the beginning,

followed by an increase with a maximum after midnight. The

rest of the night, the Tvib results indicate some fluctuations

with a weak trend towards lower temperatures. Tvib(2-9) is

higher than Tvib(2-6) due to the additional population at high

v′. However, the difference between both Tvib is relatively

stable. The mean value is 870 K and the scatter is only 80 K.

This points to similar relative changes for the basic popu-

lation distribution measured by Tvib(2-6) and the additional

population specific for high v′. With a minimum difference

of 740 K for the first data point, there is only a weak trend to-

wards a lower impact of the high-v′ overpopulation at the be-

ginning of the night. The vibrational temperature is anticor-

related with the intensity. For Tvib(2-9) in combination with

the intensity curves of the different bands, we obtain r be-

tween −0.60 and −0.80. Consequently, high OH vibrational

populations are related to small high-v/low-v population ra-

tios and vice versa. This relation and the trend of increasing

Tvib in the first half of the night are in agreement with the

assumptions reported by Cosby and Slanger (2007).

5.2 Variations in the full sample

The discussion of the example time series in Sect. 5.1 has al-

ready been valuable in terms of results on the v′ dependence

of variations in Trot, intensities, and Tvib. However, these data

only cover one night. In order to evaluate the generality of

these results (at least for Cerro Paranal), we investigated the

full sample of 343 X-shooter spectra (see Sect. 2.2).
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Figure 9. Trot(v
′) as a function of v′ for different local time periods.

Data points for the same period are connected by lines of a fixed

type and colour (see legend). All data points are based on the G98

line parameters. The errors of the plotted mean values are of the

order of 1 K.

5.2.1 Nocturnal variations

First, we calculated mean Trot(v
′) from the individual obser-

vations in different time bins to analyse the nocturnal varia-

tions. The sample mean values are expected to be represen-

tative of the true annual averages due to the well-balanced

time and day distribution in our sample (see Sect. 2.2). The

individual Trot(v
′)were derived from the average of the band-

related Trot with the same v′. In contrast to Sect. 4.2, we ne-

glected the faintest band OH(8-2) for a higher reliability of

the v′ = 8 results (see Sect. 3.3). It also should be noted that

the sample-averaged Trot derived from intensities of single

spectra slightly differ from the Trot based on the sample mean

intensities discussed in Sect. 4.2. For all spectra and G98 line

parameters, we obtain differences between−1.7 (v′ = 9) and

−2.6 K (v′ = 2). Despite the discrepancies, we applied both

methods because of either the high robustness for studying

individual lines and bands or the high flexibility for analysing

the variability.

Figure 9 shows the resulting mean Trot(v
′) for five dif-

ferent time bins with a size of 2 to 3 h and 62 to 75 spec-

tra. The data are based on the G98 parameters. The curves

of all the bins reveal the characteristic pattern discussed in

Sect. 4.2. The Trot of even v′ tend to be higher than the ones

of odd v′. The temperatures of v′ = 2 and 8 are always the

lowest and highest ones, respectively. The persistence of this

structure supports our interpretation that it is caused by dif-

ferent degrees of thermalisation related to the nascent level

distribution, the strength of 1v = 2 transitions, and the vi-

brational relaxation efficiency by collisions, which is lower

at higher altitudes. Interestingly, the Trot(v
′) pattern appears

to be more pronounced for those bins with the lowest temper-

atures. In particular, the strength of the v′ = 6 peak changes.

Figure 10. Change of Trot with v′1Trot/1v
′ (slope of regression

line) as a function of the average 〈Trot〉 of all v′ for local time bins

centred on the hour (see labels). The plot is based on the Trot(v
′) of

the individual spectra. Results are shown for the G98 (black filled

circles) and LG08 line parameters (red filled diamonds), respec-

tively.

The difference between Trot for v′ = 6 and 7 varies between

1.8 and 4.1 K. On the other hand, the range of Trot differ-

ences between v′ = 8 and 9 of 3.7 to 4.9 K is only half as

large (1.2 vs. 2.3 K). An increasing discrepancy between ad-

jacent v′ could point to a rise of the emission layer, as this

would reduce the density and hence weaken the vibrational

relaxation by O2 collisions. Non-LTE effects would then be

stronger.

The overall nocturnal Trot evolution in Fig. 9 indicates

a significant decrease at the beginning of the night and

a slower increase afterwards. This is also shown by Fig. 10,

which exhibits the average Trot for all v′ and 1 h bins centred

on the hour. The minimum is at about 22:00 LT. Since this is

the result regardless of the G98 and LG08 line parameters,

their choice does not seem to be critical in terms of temporal

variations. On the other hand, there is a typical difference in

the absolute temperature of about 4 K, which illustrates that

absolute values are still very uncertain. Figures 9 and 10 also

reveal a v′ dependence of Trot depending on time. The slope

1Trot/1v
′ derived from all v′ tends to increase through the

entire night, irrespective of the molecular data. For G98 data,

it ranges between 0.6 (19:00 LT) and 1.8 K (05:00 LT) when

all v′ from 2 to 9 are involved in the calculation. As the non-

LTE contributions seem to differ for odd and even v′, we also

calculated quantities for only these subsets. While the time-

averaged absolute Trot differ by about 0.7 K for these subsets

and the average 1Trot/1v
′ is 0.8 K for odd v′ and 2.2 K for

even v′ (as derived from the 1 h bins), the nocturnal trends

are very similar with an uncertainty of a few tenth K. A rea-

son for a small difference in the trends could be the Trot(v
′)

pattern change for intermediate v′ discussed above.
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Figure 11. Vibrational population ratio relative to the sample mean

as a function of v′ for different local time periods. Data points for

the same period are connected by lines of a fixed type and colour

(see legend). All data points are based on the G98 line parameters.

The y values were derived from the intensities of all measured lines.

The errors of the plotted mean values are of the order of 0.04.

The nocturnal Trot variations for the full sample show

the same general features as those for our example night

discussed in Sect. 5.1, which implies that this night was

representative. There is also a good agreement with other

measurements at a similar latitude. Takahashi et al. (1998)

studied OH(9-4) observations at Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil

(22.7◦ S) and Gelinas et al. (2008) analysed measurements

from OH(6-2) at Alice Springs, Australia (23.7◦ S). Interest-

ingly, the average nocturnal Trot maximum appeared to be

close to the end of the night, which is consistent with our

results for high v′. For low v′, our results suggest that their

maximum would have been more likely at the beginning of

the night. This illustrates the importance of the v′ of the ob-

served band for the interpretation of the dynamics.

In the same way as Trot (Fig. 9), we also analysed the vi-

brational level populations. Figure 11 shows the v′ popula-

tions for the five different night bins relative to the noctur-

nal mean in logarithmic units for the G98 data. The figure

reveals a general decrease of the populations in the course

of the night. The population at the beginning is on average

about 50 % higher than at the end. In comparison, the in-

tensity variations in our example night indicate a distinctly

stronger drop but only until midnight (see Sect. 5.1). The

subsequent increase cannot be found in the averaged data.

The nocturnal intensity variations investigated by Takahashi

et al. (1998) and Gelinas et al. (2008) for different months

are also more complex. However, our simple averaging over

several years (which were also different from those of the

other studies) could explain the discrepancies. A more de-

tailed study requires a larger data set. Nevertheless, our data

are well suited to study the v′ dependence of the level popu-

lation. Here, we clearly see a faster depopulation of the lower

Figure 12. Rotational temperature Trot(v
′) as a function of v′ for

different meteorological seasons. The plot details are similar to

those of Fig. 9. In addition, we show the Mauna Kea (19.8◦ N) mean

Trot(v
′) for March and October 2000 by Cosby and Slanger (2007).

v′, in accordance with the discussion in Cosby and Slanger

(2007). Since the plotted curves are close to straight lines,

the high v′ characterised by an overpopulation relative to the

lower v′ (see Sect. 4.3) do not appear to show a special be-

haviour. The v′-dependent changes in the level populations of

all v′ can be well described by Tvib(2-9) differences. The re-

sulting1Tvib(2-9) for the fourth (maximum of 10 030 K) and

the first bin (minimum of 9180 K) is 860 K. The Tvib(2-9) of

the full sample amounts to 9660 K. Note that these values

differ from those given in Sect. 4.3, since they were derived

from the mean y values in Fig. 11 and not the y values of the

individual OH lines.

5.2.2 Seasonal variations

We also investigated seasonal variations. Due to the small

sample size, we divided the year only into the four meteo-

rological seasons. Figure 12 shows the corresponding results

for Trot(v
′) based on 68 (autumn) to 117 spectra (summer).

There are two pairs of curves. Autumn and spring are very

similar, except for possible slight deviations at low v′. More-

over, the summer and winter averages indicate a good agree-

ment. This suggests a dominance of a semi-annual oscillation

with a low amplitude, which is somewhat expected due to the

low latitude of Cerro Paranal. A similar pattern could also

be found by Takahashi et al. (1995) with OH(9-4) for Ca-

choeira Paulista and Gelinas et al. (2008) with OH(6-2) for

Alice Springs. For both data sets, the amplitude of the semi-

annual oscillation was about 4 K, whereas the amplitude of

the annual oscillation was almost zero. Our 1Trot/1v
′ de-

rived from all v′ are very similar from winter to summer with

about 1.6 K. A lower slope of 1.0 K was found in spring, i.e.

for September to November. The March and October 2000

data of Cosby and Slanger (2007) for Mauna Kea (19.8◦ N)
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Table 2. Correlation coefficients r for different quantities derived

from the individual observations by means of G98 and LG08 line

parameters.

Quantity A Quantity B r (G98) r (LG08)

〈Trot(v
′)〉 1Trot/1v

′
−0.063 +0.025

〈Trot(v
′)〉 n/〈n〉(v′ = 5) +0.601 +0.607

〈Trot(v
′)〉 Tvib(2-9) +0.235 +0.245

1Trot/1v
′ n/〈n〉(v′ = 5) −0.565 −0.448

1Trot/1v
′ Tvib(2-9) +0.589 +0.431

n/〈n〉(v′ = 5) Tvib(2-9) −0.426 −0.375

Figure 13. Vibrational population ratio relative to the sample mean

as a function of v′ for different meteorological seasons. The plot

details are similar to those of Fig. 11.

indicate a steeper slope for March (see Fig. 12). We estimate

2.1 K (March) and 1.3 K (October) for v′ = 3 to 9. Hence,

Mauna Kea and Cerro Paranal data taken in a similar period

of the year appear to agree better with each other. However,

the results for the Cosby and Slanger (2007) data are based

on only 10 nights and the v′-averaged October temperature

was about 7 K higher. In comparison to our data, it has to be

considered that their Trot are based on different line and band

sets. Since the data do not show a robust v′-dependent trend,

an analysis of a larger sample is probably required to un-

derstand the significance and possible origin of the observed

variations.

The vibrational populations of the four seasons relative to

the annual mean are displayed in Fig. 13. As for Trot, spring

and autumn show the highest values. The lowest OH popu-

lation is found in winter. Due to the clear separation of the

four seasons, Fig. 13 can be best explained by a mixing of an

annual and a semi-annual oscillation. This is consistent with

the findings of Takahashi et al. (1995) for Cachoeira Paulista

and Gelinas et al. (2008) for Alice Springs, although the po-

sitions of the extrema show some deviations. The amplitude

of the seasonal variations in our data of about 20 %, which is

a lower limit due to only four bins, is also in good agreement

with the results of the listed studies. Figure 13 does not re-

veal any significant dependence of the population variations

on v′. Consequently, the OH vibrational level excitation and

the subsequent relaxation processes appear to be relatively

stable at Cerro Paranal in the course of a year, despite signif-

icant OH population changes.

5.2.3 Correlations

As final step of our analysis, we investigated how quantities

derived from the individual observations of our sample were

correlated. We considered the 〈Trot(v
′)〉 already discussed,

i.e. the mean rotational temperature of all v′ from 2 to 9 (see

Sect. 5.2.1), the slope 1Trot/1v
′ for all v′, the population n

of v′ = 5 relative to the sample mean 〈n〉, and the vibrational

temperature Tvib derived from the levels v′ = 2 to 9. These

parameters characterise the populations and temperatures for

all accessible v′. For n/〈n〉, we only used the intermediate

v′ = 5 to avoid the bias of summed populations towards the

dominating low v′ (see Fig. 7). Table 2 lists the correlation

coefficients r for all combinations of the four quantities. The

values were calculated for G98 as well as LG08 molecular

data. The r values agree quite well except for those combi-

nations involving 1Trot/1v
′, where the LG08-related corre-

lations are weaker. This is mainly due to the lower quality

of the Trot especially for v′ = 2 (see Sect. 4.2), which is cru-

cial for calculating the slope. Student’s t tests for the devia-

tion of the regression line slopes from 0 revealed significant

(σ > 5) non-zero slopes for the investigated correlations with

|r|> 0.3.

Significant correlations exist for the majority of the com-

binations. An exception is 〈Trot〉 vs. 1Trot/1v
′, where r is

close to 0. Moreover, 〈Trot〉 vs. Tvib is not convincing. Con-

sequently, the rotational temperature does not show a signif-

icant dependence on v′-related quantities. However, there is

a good correlation with the OH population measured by the

intensity. This is well known (Takahashi et al., 1995; Gelinas

et al., 2008; Reisin and Scheer, 2009; S. M. Smith, 2012),

as it can be proved by observations of a single OH band.

Temperature and intensity are affected by similar dynamical

variations like the solar diurnal tide, the semi-annual oscilla-

tion, and gravity waves. Phase shifts between the changes in

both quantities weaken the correlation. In particular, the noc-

turnal variations can show shifts of several hours (Gelinas

et al., 2008). This is also supported by our results discussed

in Sect. 5.2.1. On average, there was a Trot minimum in the

first half of the night, whereas the intensity was decreasing

during the entire night. An important contribution to the cor-

relation is certainly the semi-annual oscillation with maxima

in spring and autumn for both quantities (see Sect. 5.2.2).

However, the annual oscillation was distinctly stronger for

the intensity. These results are in good agreement with those

obtained at a similar latitude as Cerro Paranal (Takahashi

et al., 1995, 1998; Gelinas et al., 2008).
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Figure 14. Change of Trot with respect to v′1Trot/1v
′ (cf. Fig. 10)

vs. Tvib for all v′ for the individual X-shooter observations and G98

line parameters. The dash-dotted red and dashed blue lines show the

results of an regression analysis (see legend).

Another good correlation was found for the change of Trot

with v′ and Tvib. It is illustrated by Fig. 14, which also dis-

plays the results of an regression analysis. Although the scat-

ter of the data points causes some uncertainties in the true

slope of the regression line, the correlation is significant, as

our t test indicates. This result for the full sample confirms

our findings for the example night shown in Fig. 8. It is also

consistent with the result of Cosby and Slanger (2007) based

on a single night. They interpreted the correlation as a con-

sequence of the competition between the formation of ex-

cited OH in high v with a hot rotational level distribution

(Llewellyn and Long, 1978) and the rotational and vibra-

tional relaxation processes by collisions. By radiative transi-

tions, the rotational level can only change by one quantum

at most. In the case of a relatively low frequency of col-

lisions (especially for the high-altitude high v), this would

lead to high Tvib and 1Trot/1v
′. The latter would be due to

a lower degree of thermalisation at higher v, where the in-

fluence of the nascent level distribution becomes larger. In

other words, Cosby and Slanger (2007) assume non-LTE ef-

fects as the reason for the Trot differences. We have also sug-

gested this for explaining the Trot differences for even and

odd v′ (Sects. 4.2 and 5.2.1). Moreover, we found a positive

1Trot/1v
′ for 95 % of the sample spectra (see also Sect. 4.2),

which contradicts the expected negative mean trend (Fried-

man and Chu, 2007; Clemesha et al., 2011) under the as-

sumption of an increase in the OH emission altitude with v′

(von Savigny et al., 2012). Nevertheless, true atmospheric

temperature gradients could still play a role in the case of al-

titude differences of several km for the v′-related emission

peaks, although it might be difficult to separate them from

the non-LTE contributions.

1Trot/1v
′ and Tvib show an anticorrelation with the v′

population or intensity. Consequently, the latter property is

the only one which correlates with all the other quantities.

This could be a hint for the OH intensity to be directly re-

lated to the source of the measured variations. As the inten-

sity is related to the altitude of the OH peak emission (e.g.

Liu and Shepherd, 2006), an intensity decrease could be ex-

plained by a rise of the emission layer (see also Sect. 5.1).

Since the concentration of O2 decreases with altitude, colli-

sional relaxation would become less efficient, which can then

cause an increase of 1Trot/1v
′ and Tvib.

6 Conclusions

We used 343 high-quality spectra from medium-resolution

echelle spectrograph X-shooter at Cerro Paranal in Chile in

order to investigate 25 OH bands between 0.58 and 2.24 µm.

The simultaneous observations of these bands allowed us to

characterise and compare upper level populations, rotational

temperatures Trot, and vibrational temperatures Tvib and their

change with time. In particular, we could study the reliability

of OH rotational line populations as a proxy of the ambient

temperature in the mesopause region.

The main results are as follows.

– Focusing on P -branch lines, we found a strong impact

of the line set on the derived Trot. Including lines of

the fourth rotational level could already increase tem-

peratures by up to 10 %. We also identified significantly

lower rotational populations of the electronic substate

X251/2 compared to X253/2 for a fixed rotational level

energy. Hence, different mixing of P1 and P2 lines also

affects Trot. The rotational level populations did not

show significant changes with time, which allowed for

fixed temperature corrections for line set conversions.

– For a reference line set involving the first three P -

branch lines of both electronic substates, we derived Trot

for molecular line parameters of Goldman et al. (1998)

and van der Loo and Groenenboom (2007, 2008). The

choice of the line data caused differences by several K.

However, these changes were similar for most bands.

OH bands with the same upper vibrational level v′

showed a Trot scatter of about 2 K for G98 data and

about 4 K for LG08 data, which is most likely caused

by measurement errors and uncertainties in the line pa-

rameters. The spectra revealed a robust pattern of Trot as

a function of v′ with higher Trot for even v′ than for ad-

jacent odd v′. For even v′, Trot strongly increased with

v′, which resulted in by far the highest temperatures for

v′ = 8.

– Vibrational level populations for a given v′ depend on

the OH band. The distribution is more extended for G98
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than for LG08 data. The total populations for both line

parameter sets also differ significantly. The vibrational

level populations indicate a persistent relative overpop-

ulation of the nascent levels 7 to 9 relative to the lev-

els 3 to 6 if a Boltzmann distribution is assumed. The

maximum overpopulation of about 40 % was found for

v′ = 8. Hence, the slope of the population distribution

measured by Tvib depends on the selected v′ range.

– The average nocturnal variations are characterised by

a Trot minimum before midnight and a steep intensity

decrease at the beginning of the night. The variations

are in good agreement with other observations at a sim-

ilarly low latitude. The variability pattern changes with

v′ but is very similar for OH bands with the same v′.

The spread of Trot for the different v′ shows a mini-

mum at the beginning of the night and a rapid increase

afterwards. The Trot difference between adjacent even

and odd v′ around v′ = 6 also tends to rise. Moreover,

Tvib indicates an increase with time. For a night with

good data coverage, we could also identify v′-dependent

phase shifts in Trot and intensity. There was a monotonic

shift from v′ = 9 to 2.

– A rough investigation of seasonal variations revealed

the predominance of a semi-annual oscillation, which

is in agreement with other results at similar latitudes.

The intensities also showed some contribution from an

annual oscillation. Variations depending on v′ are very

weak. Only the change of Trot with v′1Trot/1v
′ could

be smaller in spring than in the other seasons.

– The intensity indicates significant anticorrelations with

1Trot/1v
′ and Tvib, and a positive correlation with Trot.

For the latter, there is no convincing correlation with

both v′-dependent properties.

These results suggest that mesopause temperature mea-

surements via Trot from OH bands suffer from systematic

uncertainties of several K. First, the Einstein coefficients and

level energies still show discrepancies. Improvements might

be possible by comparing the results for OH bands with

the same v′. Second, the derived temperatures are signifi-

cantly affected by non-LTE contributions which are partic-

ularly strong for high rotational levels and high even v′, i.e.

especially v′ = 8. The Trot(v
′) pattern can be explained by

remaining signatures of the nascent level population in an

environment with inefficient thermalisation by collisions but

a strong impact of radiative v changes dominated by 1v = 2

transitions. Temperatures depending on v′ are possible due

to different emission peak altitudes, which is confirmed by

the observed v′-dependent variability patterns. Higher alti-

tudes with increasing v′ can explain the almost always posi-

tive1Trot/1v
′, since the concentration of the most important

quencher for vibrational relaxation O2 decreases with alti-

tude, i.e. the thermalisation becomes less efficient. The am-

bient temperature gradients for altitude differences of about

0.5 km for 1v′ = 1 (von Savigny et al., 2012), which should

tend to be negative (Clemesha et al., 2011), appear to play

a less important role. Consequently, mesopause temperatures

and their gradients cannot reliably be derived from OH Trot

measurements if an accuracy better than severalK is desired.

This supports results of Cosby and Slanger (2007) based on

a smaller data set. Studies of the temperature variability are

safer. However, even these measurements can be affected by

non-LTE effects if the altitudes of the v′-dependent emission

layers change depending on the concentrations of the reac-

tants and quenchers. Our data suggest a nocturnal OH layer

rise in agreement with other results (e.g. Liu and Shepherd,

2006). The observed enhancement of non-LTE signatures in

the Trot(v
′) distribution and higher Tvib for decreasing inten-

sity can be best explained by a decrease of the O2 concen-

tration, i.e. higher altitudes. Therefore, all mesopause tem-

perature estimates based on OH Trot measurements should

be taken with care, irrespective of the application. In this re-

spect, it was a prudent decision to optimise the widely-used

GRIPS instruments (e.g. Schmidt et al., 2013) for the OH(3-

1) band and to focus on the first three P1 lines, as v′ = 3 ap-

pears to be less affected by non-LTE effects than the higher

v′.

The Supplement related to this article is available online

at doi:10.5194/acp-15-3647-2015-supplement.
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